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• Fi rst demonstration of the Global Hawk 
unmanned aircraft system (UAS) for NASA 
and NOAA Earth science research and 
applications. 
• Validation of instruments on-board the 
Aura satellite. 
• Exploration of trace gases, aerosols, and 
dynamics of remote upper Troposphere I 
lower Stratosphere regions. 
• Sample polar vortex fragments and 
atmospheric rivers. 
• Risk reduction for future missions that will 
study hurricanes and atmospheric rivers. 
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Modification to Assigned 
Route
• Lateral offset
 128 nm left or right 
of track
  Intent to parallel 
track to period of 
time and then return
Revised Route Clearance
• Greater that 128 nm 
offset or,
• Mission requires change 
in geographical area
 Formulate new route
 Wpts < 80 min apart 
and last wpt returns to 
original filed route 





















• Teamwork Makes It All Possible 
